ACT™ Belief Sheets
#2 - Life Purpose
1. I now know, accept, and follow my own unique path and purpose in life.
2. I am fully living in my purpose.
3. I have a big destiny and big contribution to make through my __________.
4. I have a big destiny and big contribution to make to the world.
5. I am filled with divine light and creative energy.
6. The universe is unfolding perfectly.
7. Divine love is guiding me and I am always taken care of.
8. The universe always provides.
9. I now recognize, accept and follow the divine plan of my life as it is revealed to me step by
step.
10. I give thanks now for my life of health, wealth, happiness and perfect self-expression.
11. I have a successful, prosperous, joyful life and I make a positive impact on the world.
12. I am now fulfilling my personal mission statement every single day.
13. I know who I am as I live my personal mission statement.
14. I live my personal mission statement.
15. I can do what’s fun for me, what I feel passionate about, be responsible, and have a great
lifestyle at the same time.
16. I now enjoy the comfortable lifestyle I choose while having fulfilling, passionate,
prosperous work that I love.
17. I claim and take a stand for abundance and joy in my life now.
18. I live in the present moment and live each day to the fullest.
19. The source of my joy, abundance, fulfillment and power is in my connection with God
and myself.
20. I trust myself to guide me to the next step.
21. I am fulfilled with my life work and Divine purpose.
22. I love the journey, as it takes me to the destination.
23. I trust that my life purpose will guide me to the next step.
24. I surrender to the magic and power of my life purpose.
25. I know my life path and I follow it willingly, eagerly, with joy and passion.
26. I have a clear vision for my life and my purpose.
27. I make a positive difference in the lives of others.
28. All things are now working together for good in my life.
29. I am now attuned to the divine plan of my life.
30. I believe in my life purpose.
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